
Hi, 
My name is  

Jana Maia 



PhD in User Experience education 

•  Master’s in Project 
Management 

•  Eng. in Computer 
Engineering 

+
+



UX lead &  
strategy 

Agile Lead  
& Direction 

9 years  12 years 

Experience 





Building amazing 
experiences for mobile 



“As far as the 
customer is 

concerned, the 
interface is the 

product.” 

Jef Raskin 
HCI expert @Apple 



Product 
design 

Experience 
design 

Why is UX important? 



Lego 
Near perfect 
Since 1948 



Virgin America: St 
Francisco – 

Honolulu flights  



“Most business models 
have focused on self 
interest rather than 

User Experience” 

Tim Cook 
Apple CEO 

Outperform the 
competition 

Opportunity 





Went from failure to 10B 
valuation – attributes it to 
user research “When we 

started talking to customers 
and seeing how they used 

the service, it was the 
defining moment of success 

that turned the company 
around”   

Joe Gebbia 
Founder AirBnb 

More effective & 
successful results 



hello.is 



Blinkist 

White space 



Miles Davis 
musician 

“In music, 
silence is 

more 
important 

than sound.” 



PeekCalendar 

Gesture- 
enabled 



Slack 

Takes away the pain 



Tripit 

Email API 



Longchamp 

Long list 
revisited 



Nike + Active 

Clever data display 



Nike + Active 



Kenji Ukuan 
Industrial Designer 

“The ultimate 
design is little 
different from 

the natural 
world .” 



Zoo 
assistant 

Clear call to actions 



Hydration app concept 

Data 
representation 



Anonymous 

“UI is like a joke. If 
you have to 

explain it, it’s not 
that good ” 



Nutrition 

Completeness 



Weather app 
concept 

Weather & time 
representation 



Images & meaninful 
words 

Important words 
highlighted with 

colour 



Cinema 
experience 



Simple interface & straightforward 
real life application  

Gravity app 





BlaBlaCar Concept 

Each screen with a definite proposal – 
sense of accomplishment 



Focus on the 
main purpose of 

the app 



Leonardo da Vinci 

“Simplicity is the 
ultimate form of 
sophistication.” 



Duolingo 

Large, easy to click Easy navigation 



Tinder 

Natural micro-
interaction and 

feedback  



Quotes 
concept app 

Similar to real life cards 

Clean and 
new 



Forest app 

Simple & funny 



“Simple is hard. 
Easy is harder. 

Invisible is hardest.” 

Jean-Louis Gassée 
Executive @Apple 



Yelp 

Useful onboarding & 
usage assistance 



SkiBuddy 

Emulates  
real life experience  



42%  
UX fail 

Uninstallation of mobile apps 



“If the user is 
having a problem, 
it’s our problem.” 

Steve Jobs  



Does your UX need improvement?  

Are you 
asking this 
question? 







Missed opportunity 
to make it easier 

Foursquare 



Error or Feedback 
request? 

Who in their 
right state of 
mind will do this 

to provide 
feedback? 



Error prevention 
missing 

United 
airlines 



“If there is “trick” to 
it, the UI must be 

broken” 

Douglas Anderson 



Creative pool 

Not suitable for 
human fingers! 





“Just because 
nobody complains 
doesn’t mean all 
parachutes are 

perfect .” 

Benny Hill 
English comedian 



Don’t just listen to your users. 

Strive for perfection. 






